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ABSTRACT

We propose a taxonomic scheme for characterizing decision problems. The
taxonomy is based on three knowledge components that are important in the decision
making process: (1) knowledge about the availability of decision alternatives. (2)
knowledge about the nature of the ideal alternative, and (3) knowledge about informa
tion on the different alternatives. ln the proposed taxonomy, each type of decision
problem is defined by different levels of knowledge for each of the three knowledge
components. We propose that different decision strategies will be used for and that
different factors will bear on each ofthe specific types ofdecision situations. We review
and discuss the research findings relevant to 'he different decision-making problems
and strategies. Finally, we discuss the utility of such a taxonomy for "real world"
decision making situations.

People are constantly called upon to
rr.ike decisions. These decisions can range
fr.im the apparently trivial, like choosing
w.iich pair of socks to wear or deciding how
m.ich sampaloc to put in one's sinigang, to
tin supposedly consequential,likechoosinga
partnerin life or selectingwhich presidential
cmdidate shouldbe giventhechanceto make
Iln important decisions about the country.
Be cause of the pervasiveness and potential
si.mificanceof such decision situations, it is
net surprisingthat social scientists, cognitive
at::lsocial psychologists included, havemade
decision making a major component of re
se.irch efforts. The main objective of these
ur :1ertakings is to arriveat an adequate under
st, ndingof the decision-making process as it
orcrates in various settings and the range of
fa.tors that affect it. A more practical objec
tive is to find out ways by which decision
m king can be "improved" towards specific
gc lis of differentinstitutions likegovernment

and policy-making bodies, the judicial sys
tem, the medicalsystem,business,and so on.

If one looks at the range of iheory and
research fmdings generatedby the efforts of
economists, political scientists,management
andorganizational researchers, andof course,
mathematical psychologists, cognitive psy
chologists, and social psychologists, the lack
of convergenceamong these bodies of infor
mationbecomes easily evident.Thisobserva
tion should not come as a big surprise
knowing that each of these social science
disciplines focus on different specific SOCial
and behavioral phenomena and they make
different assumptions about the appropriate
levelofexplanations andvariablesrelevantto
understanding these phenomena.

However, there are scientific and prag
matic demands for some form of integration
of theseseemingly divergent ideas. Decision
making in any setting is, after all, decision
making. At somelevel, thereshouldbea way
by which social scientists can piece together
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thevariousideasaboutdecisionmaking. With
the growing influence of the social sciences
in the world beyond the academic commu
nity, there is also a need to presenta coherent
picture of scientific knowledge about deci
sionmakingthatcanbe of use to plannersand
policymakers of differentgroupsat different
domainsandlevelsofoperation. In thispaper,
we address this demandby proposinga taxo
nomic scheme by which the divergent ideas
about decision making can be integrated. In
particular,weproposea taxonomy ofdecision
problemsbased on knowledge factors related
to the manner by which the decision maker
structuresthe decisionproblems.

The organizationof ideas afforded by a
taxonomic ~stem should be useful towards
efforts of integrating knowledge,in any do
main of inquiry, including decision-making
research. H the proposed taxonomy of deci
sion problemsis valid, that is, it makesgenu
ine and meaningful distinctions among
various decision situations,it should provide
researchers with theprimarystructureneeded
for studying decision making. To provide an
examplefrom anotherfield,onecould look at
biology. It would be difficult to overempha
size how the organization implied by Dar
win's theory or the taxonomy developed by
Lyellproved tobe critical to thedevelopment
of the biological sciences. A valid taxonomy
of decision problemswill, therefore, prove to
beat least useful, if not necessary to the study
of decisionmaking.

We believe that this taxonomy will beof
particular use for psychological decision
makingresearchin thePhilippines. Mostpub
lished research on decision making in this
countryfocus on the end-productof the deci
sion process (i.e., the decision itself) and so
cial psychological factors that influencethese
final decisions. Often the primary evidence
for the operation of such factors are verbal
reports of the decision makers themselves
(see, e.g., Torres, 1983). Nisbett and Wilson
(1977),however,havealreadyfoundthatpeo
ple have little or no introspective access to

higherordercognitiveprocesseslikedecision
making. Hence,the relianceon verbal reports
mightnot revealthe trueprocessesandfactors
that areoperatingin thedecisionmakingsitu
ation.The proposedtaxonomycould be used
to provideor to select an appropriate frame
work for specific local decision-making re
search.This framework could then be used to
rationalize and better understand the data on
decisions and thefactors that affect them.

Otherpsychological decision-making re
search in the Philippines use rather well-de
veloped decision-making models and
approaches (e.g.,thevalue-expectancy model
used in SyCip & Fawcett, 1988, and a deci
sion-tree approachused in Gonzales-Intal &
Valera, 1990)in describing decision-making
processes of specific Filipinogroups.The use
of these well-developed decision models
makescertainassumptions about the decision
task, the decision maker, and the decision
maker's knowledge and strategies.The pro
posed taxonomy'could be used to ascertain
whetherthecriticalassumptions of themodel
are tenable for the specific decision-making
situations that are being studied, and also
therefore, to rationalize the use of such moo
els when found appropriate.

Another waythat a taxonomyof decision
problems will be useful IS that it will put the
findings of any particularresearchworkin its
properperspectivewithrespect to the general
phenomenon. Tversky (1980) raised the pos
sibility that the different theories of decision
making thathave beenderivedfrom different
approaches to studying the phenomenon
could be only describing different "sub-rou
tines" in a "general"decisionmakingroutine.
It could very well be that the specific type of
decision problemdetermines which sub-rou-
tines will be accessed. ,

The taxonomy should also be useful for
various types of planners.The taxonomyor
ganizesscientific informationabout decision
making according to the various charac
teristicsof decision problems and situations.
This organization should make it easier to
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relate what social scientists know about dif
ferert decision situations to the actual deci
sior situations in the "real" world. For
exarple, ifmedicaleducators andpracticion
ers .now the characteristic features of the
deci .ionmaking situation involved in medi
cal .liagnosis, they can refer to the closest
dec: lionproblemtypedescribed in thetaxon
om; and drawfrom the scientific knowledge
that nas beendetermined aboutdecisionprob
lem.:of that type.

Our goal in this paper, therefore, is to
des.ribe a taxonomy of decision problems
basedon assessments of thedecisionmaker's
kne wledge set with respect to the critical as
pees of the decisionmaking process. In the
precess, we will also integrate the important
res, arch fmdings as they relate to different
coiponents of the taxonomy. Most of the
re~ .sarch findings will be drawn from the
sulareas of psychology: cognitive psychol
ogy, social psychology, and mathematical
ps:; chology. However, we shall also bring in
so:aefindings and ideasfrom studies in eco
ncnics, political science, organizational re
se:rch, and the administrative sciences.

Beforewediscussthetaxonomy, weshall
fir itdelimitthephenomenon ofdecision mak
in; Then,we shalldescribe the factors upon
w:iich the proposed taxonomic scheme is
besed. We shall thenproceedto a description
0:' the differentcomponents of the taxonomy
arda discussion of thevariousscientific find
ir.js relevant to eachcomponent.

r; tctsion Making:
V hat it Is and What it Is Not

Anybehaviorcan involvedecisionmak
t-g.Decisions canrangefromchoosing which
a pects of a perceptual stimulus to whichone
\, ill attend,tocommitting oneselftoaparticu
L r lifestyle after retirement. The simple im
rerative "Do something!" suggests thegamut
c f possible decisionproblems. However, con
eeiving of decision making in this manner
r enders the phenomenon intractable, and
~ ierefore,scientifically meaningless.

Forourdefinition of decision making,we
use as a reference point the more general
cognitive function of problem solving. Reit...
man (1964) provides us with a very useful
general framework for describing different
problems. All problems, it is proposed, con..
sist of an initial state, a different terminal
state, and the operations undertaken to reach
the terminal state. MacCrimmon and Taylor
(1976), use the terms decision making and
problemsolvingalmostsynonymously. They
do not make a distinction, in terms of a set
subset relationship, for instance, pointing to
the fact that different literatures used abe
terms in many ways.

In this paper, we propose that the deci
sion-making function is a subsetof the prob
lem-solving function. Decisionsituations ate
problem situations, but they are distinctfrom
other problem types in regard to one impor
tant aspect. Decision problems always in
volve a choice or selection in the operation
component, referring to Reitman's frame
work. Making the same point, MacCrimmon
(1973) defines decision making as processes
that culminate in choice behavior. A pure
decision problemwould then be describedas
follows: (1) theinitialstateischaracterized lYj
the presence of more thanone option,and(2)
the terminal state is characterized by the se
lection of just one option. In most decision
problems, however, the options in the initial
stateare eithersymptomatic of a mere "rea;"
problem (e.g.,one is single/unmarried, but no
longerwantstobeone,andtheoptions arethe
prospective partners thathavebeen linedup).
Likewise, the single option in the terminal
state indicates either thathavingone optionis
the ideal state,or that the singleoption is the
particular course of action that will lead one
toa largergoalor a solutionof themore"real"
problem.

By referring to "real" problems, we are
implying thatmakingdecisions is,moreoften
than not, imbedded in bigger problem shu
ations, with more important goals than just
being able to make a choice or 20 express a
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preference. The choices and preferences are
almost always made with some more basic
goal in mind. However, as withsomeclasses
of problems described by Reitman, these
goals or the nature of the terminal state may
or may not be clear to the decision
maker/problem solverat theonset. (Earlyre
searchin decision making suggested thatthis
larger goal was that of maximizing utilities;
more recent research, however, indicate that
thisclaimseemsto be unwarranted).

Basis for a Taxonomy of Decision Problems
In variousearlierworks (Abelson, 1976;

BeachandMitchell, 1978; Hogarth andKun
reuther, 1989; MacCrimmon and Taylor,
1976; also to a lesser degree, Einhorn and
Hogarth, 1978, 1985) it was suggested that a
useful wayof approaching different decision
problems is by referring to theknowledge set
of thedecision makerin terms of thedifferent
aspects of the decision process. Abelson
(1976, Abelson and Levi, 1985), Gilovich
(1981), and Phillips (1984) assert that the
manner in which the decision maker struc
tures or represents thedecision problem atthe
onsetof thedecision process, toagreatextent,
determines thedecision strategies actually un
dertaken. The importance of the initial repre
sentation of the decision problem, therefore,
cannotbe underestimated.

How the decision maker structures the
decision problemis, of course,dependent on
her knowledge about the problem. Basedon
this notion, we developed the taxonomy of
decisionproblems by referring tothedifferent
components of the decision maker's knowl
edge about the decision problem. These
knowledge components lead the decision
maker to structure the decision problem in
specific ways that predictably lead to the use
of particular decision-making strategies (see
Anderson, 1986,for a specific example of a
cognitive model of processing information in
decision situations).

We propose that the decision maker's
knowledge aboutthreeaspects of thedecision

process are most critical in determining the
decision strategy she willuse: (1) knowledge
about available alternatives; (2) knowledge
aboutthe goalsof the decision, or the nature
of the ideal alternatives; and (3) knowledge
aboutinformation on thealternatives.

Knowledge about the available alterna
tives. Having defined decision making asnec
essarily involving choice, it is reasonable to
propose thatthewaythedecision makerstruc
turesa problem should bebasedin parton the
identification of decision alternatives. The
availability of decision alternatives to thede
cisionmakerindicates thepriorknowledge or
experience of the decision maker about the
decision problem. We propose that the avail
ability of decision alternatives to thedecision
maker canbeclassified intotwogeneral types
of situations: (1) the alternatives are easily
identifiable by or are specified for the deci
sionmaker, and(2)thealternatives haveto be
generated by thedecision maker.

Regarding the first type of situation,
Abelson (1976) andGilovich (1981) asserted
thatdecision makers tend to structure thede
cision problem by matching them to more
familiar orschematic decision situations.This
isespecially truewhenthedecision makerhas
hadextensive experience in thedomain of the
decision problem and has substantial prior
knowledge about theproblem itself. Decision
alternatives are, therefore. readily available.
in thesense thattheycanbe accessed by some
quick, or sometimes not, memory search, As
one example, political scientist, Axelrod
(1976) described how"the political elite"use
highly entrenched cognitive maps of typical
decision alternatives for what could be ex
tremely complex political decision problems.

Another form of thefirst typeof~ation
is when thedecision alternatives areexplicitly
specified for thedecision maker. In mostvot
ing situations, for example, the decision
maker's alternatives aredetermined by exter
nalsources. Eitherthecandidates foranoffice
are determined by nomination, or the voter
willsimply decidewhether aparticular propo-
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sition shouldbe approved or vetoed.It should
:e noted that in these situations, in contrast
with the situation in the precedingparagraph,
=: is not necessarythat thedecisionmakerhas
.ad a lot of prior knowledge about the deci
~ ion problem when decision alternatives are
specitied for him at the onset. (Thequality of
':-le decisionmightbeaffectedbypriorknowl
edge, but this point will be subsumedin later
c.isoussions.)

The commonfeature underlying the two
situationsdescribed is that the decisionalter
catives are set, eitherby the decisionmaker's
~-rior experience with similar or analogous
~ecision problems or by external forces that
:;-rescribe the possible decision alternatives.
'=llefact that decision alternatives can be set
:1 some way suggests that the decision prob
=ern must be a relatively well-structured one
end that it shouldbe easy to makesenseof the
dternatives within the problemdomain.

On the other hand, some decision prob
:0ffiS areextremely novel,that is, the decision
maker lacksknowledgeof thedomain. There
:Jre, decision alternatives are not and cannot
~':e readily available and will have to be gen
erated by the decision maker, either by de
~ igning new alternatives, or searching for
existing ones that are not readily available
~ i.e., possible decision alternatives used in
ether domains of decision problems). For
-uch decision situations, Gettys and Fisher
~ 1979) .proposed a hypothesis-generation
riodel of how people consider new decision
::.lternatives as they arebeinggenerated. They
:;-ropose that decision makers determine
'\zhether an alternativeexceedsa "plausibility
~lfeshold" before accepting this alternative.
~.lle important implicationof this proposal is
.rat the evaluationof decision alternatives is
.one concurrently with the generation of the
::Jternatives themselves.

It is with this point in mind that we pro
~'()sed to distinguish between problems with
rvailable options and thosewhere the options
.ave to be generated. When there are avail
cble decisionalternatives, the decisionmaker

canevaluatethealternatives followingaserial
procedure in which the qualitiesof the differ
ent alternatives can be compared and con
trasted. On the other hand, when the decision
alternatives need tobe generated, thedecision
maker would have to follow a recursive or
iterativeprocedure in which an alternativeis
evaluatedas it is being generatec1. As will be
evidentin thelaterdiscussions, thus difference
willhaveimplications for the typeof informa
tion-gathering strategy that the decision
maker will undertake.

We would like to emphasize, however,
that we do not believe that the two types of
situations regarding the availability of deci
sion alternatives are mutually exclusive, In
fact, in some decision situations, the genera
tionof alternatives canbeundertaken afterthe
available alternatives are evaluated to be in
adequate (Gettys& Fisher,1979).This obser
vation suggests that there is no dichotomy
betweenthe twolevelsbeingdiscussed. Kelly
(1979) described an interesting example of
decision making in close relationships. He
observedthat in close relationships, a person
perceives a set of decision alternatives for
himselfor herself. However, the person Often
has to revise these alternative or create new
ones basedon what he or she perceivesto be
thedecisionalternatives availabletohis orncr
partner in the close relationship. Therefore, it
seemsverylikely,as Mintzberg, Raisinghani,
and Theoret (1976) and Alexander (1979)
have suggested, that in most decision situ
ations, decisionmakers use a combinationof
searching for knownalternatives andgenerat
ing new ones. It seems best to view the two
types of situations as two poles in a contin
uum.

Knowledge about the ideal alternative.
As Soelberg (1967)suggested, in some deci
sion situations the decision maker might not
be able to specify the natureof the ideal sclu
tion to the decisionproblem. The same possi
bility is presented in Reitman's (1%4)
taxonomy of problems. In these situations, it
would be difficult to specify some a priori
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criteria which could be used to evaluate the
decisionalternatives. Mintzberg etal. (1976)
and Soelberg (1967) mention that in these
decision situations these criteria are devel
opedandmodified as thealternatives aregen
erated. Tversky and Shafir (1992a) showed
how expanding the range of alternatives
makes salient new dimensions that can be
added to the decisioncriteria (see alsoSven
son, 1979), and therefore, creates conflict
among the alternatives. This conflict Ican be
so much so that the decision maker would
choose to defer making a decision and seek
moreinformation aboutthealternatives. Con
sider,for example,havingto decideamong a
set of candidates for a political office. With
twocandidates, particular issues become sali
ent for differentiating the two. As other can
didates enter the field, each new candidate
may bring to the fore new issues, and there
fore,newdimensions by whichthecandidates
may be evaluated.

Ontheotherhandthere aresomedecision
situations which arefairly well-structured. In
these cases the natureof the ideal solution is
very specific. We can expect that the evalu
ationof the decision alternatives will be rela
tively straightforward. Consider for example,
a smallretailcompany has todecideon which
three radio stations to advertise. This com
panycouldspecify twocriteria-the stations'
ratings share and target audience. The com
pany will then simply evaluate the pertinent
information aboutthedifferent radiostations,
and pick the three radio stations that best
satisfythe criteria.

We, therefore, propose that decision
problems can be classified into (1) problems
wherethenatureof the ideal decision isspeci
fied, and (2) problems where the same is
vague. Again we can conceive of the two as
points in a continuum. Thecritical difference
is that in the first class, the decision alterna
tives can be evaluated using stable decision
criteria, whereas, for theotherclass,thedeci
sion alternatives are evaluated using prefer
encefunctions thatareunstable, dynamic and
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may not even be represented cognitively.
March (1978) and Dyckman (1981) have
made similar proposals. Note that while it is
possible that the nature of the ideal decision
alternative may be specific or vague, it is
inconceivable for the goal of the decision
situation to be completely unknown. The de
cision maker must, in the very least, have a
very vaguenotionof what she is aimingfor;
otherwise, nothing is preventing her from
making a random choice.

Knowledge ofinformation about alterna
tives. Assuming that some criteria exist for
evaluating decision alternatives, information
regarding therelativeworth or inappropriate
ness of the alternatives is necessary in order
to make judgments about these alternatives.
Montgomery and Svenson (1976, Svenson,
1979) suggest that information about the dif
ferent alternatives may be represented in
terms ofvalues onasetof"attributes" defined
by the decision criteria. They argue that the
decision makers characterization of theinfor
mation onthealternatives determine thetypes
of decision rules and information processing
strategies thatthedecision makerwillfollow.

Hogarth and Kunreuther (1989), using
knowledge of payoffs and probabilities as
critical parameters, identify three levels of
knowledge lyingin a continuum; knowledge
about these parameters areeither (1)precise,
(2) vague, or (3) unknown. We shall borrow
this scale for this taxonomy. However, this
scale shall be used to describe the informa
tion,in general, required for a particular deci
sionsituation. Forexample, whendeciding on
buying a house, this information could in
clude the cost of the house, the location and
accessibility, the value of property in that
area, thequality of theconstruction, thespace
available for different purposes, availability
of fmancing, and so on. When betting on a
racehorse, othertypesof information likeage
of the horse, previous track record, type of
racingsurface, the booker's odds, and so on,
would be considered. By information wealso
mean to include the "classical" concepts of

•
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A TAXONOMY OF DECISION
PROBLEMS

We have so far proposed categorizing
decisionproblems by referring to threediffer
ent typesof knowledge a decisionmakermay
have about the decision situation: according
to the subjectsknowledge (1) aboutavailable
alternatives, (2) about the ideal alternative,
and (3) about the information on the alterna
tives.The decisionmaker's knowledge about
thefirst twofactors are describedas being of
two levels, while the last factor is described
as being of three levels. However, all three
factors are conceived of as being continuous
variables, with the differentlevelsbeingcon
venientpoints in the continuum.We propose
that the three factors can be completely
crossedand we shallcome up with a 2 x 2 x 3
matrix, the units of which are represented in
Table 1.This matrixprovidesthebasisforour
proposedtaxonomy of decisionproblemsand
strategies.

Each of the 12 cells in the figure repre
sents a different knowledge set for the deci
sionmaker,andtherefore, adifferentdecision
type. Even before discussing each decision
type in detail, we can compare the decision
types in the matrix with classification
schemes that have been used by other re
searchers. Usingthedistinctionusedby Abel
son and Levi (1985), for example Decision
Types 1 to 6 representdecision making with
well-structured or well-defined problems,
whileDecisionTypes 7 to 12representdeci
sion making with unstructured or Bl-deflnoo
problems. We have strong doubts, though
whether there are problems that would actu-

decision behaviormighttaketheformof"jus
tifying" a decision. On the other hand, with
decisions under "risk," the decision maker
mighttakea moreanalytic or rule-determined
approach. It is, therefore, important to con
sider the dimension of the decision makers
knowledge about the information about the
alternatives in characterizing decision prob
lems.

informr.uon: "value" of the outcomes of the
alterna'.ves and the uncertainties or prob
abilitie. associatedwith the occurenceof the
outcon.es, Whether the nature of the ideal
alterna. ive is vague or specified will deter
mine tle number and stability of the parame
tersfo; which this scale will be used.

Sf il borrowing from Hogarth and Kun
reuthe., we shalluse"precise" to mean,that a
persor: has very specific knowledge aboutthe
param.ners of interest. For example, if the
decisi. n maker is interested in probabilities
assoc'.ned with differentdecision outcomes,
these rre specified. Or if a physician is con
siderig information about the hit and false
positi:'eratesofdifferenttypesof medication,
these are likewise available. The level "un
know: 1" meansthedecisionmakeris ignorant
about thevaluesof theseparameters. Onecan
think of an election situationwere the candi
dates avoid anydiscussionof theissuesasone
decis on situationwherein thedecisionmaker
beco nes practicallyignorantabout the infor
matico n whichsheneedsformakingtheappro
priat.:evaluationof her alternatives. "Vague"
refer; to the knowledge state between "Pre
cise" and "Unknown", (this is similar to Ein
hor and Hogarth's, 1985, notion of
"am:iiguity"). Information may be vague for
sevcal reasons. It is possible that the source
of ir formation is not verifiable, the informa
tion is unreliable, or possibly incomplete,
con.licting, or contradictory, or constantly
cha:ging during the decisionprocess,and so
on. There may even be ambiguity when the
dec'sion maker suspects that she is deliber
ate: I being given incorrector misleading in
foniation.

EinhornandKunreuther (1989)proposed
tha different knowledge sets on payoffs and
preoabilities create very different decision
co: texts. For example, a problemcan be de
SCI'bed as being decision under "risk," deci
sic 1 under "ambiguity," or decision under
"ir norance." They expectedthat decisionbe
ha /icr will vary across these different con
te-.ts. For instance, under "ignorance,"
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Table 1. A 2 x 2 x 3 Matrix Summarizing the Different Categories of
the Proposed Taxonomy of Decision Problems

Decision of ideal alternative is Decision altematives have to be
SPECIFIED/IDENTIFIABLE GENERATED

Nature of ideal Nature of ideal Nature of ideal Nature of ideal
alternative is altemative is altemative is alternative is
SPECIFIC VAGUE SPECIFIC VAGUE

Information on Decision Type 1 Decision Type 4 Decision Type 7 De~ision Type 10
alternatives is
PRECISE

Information on Decision Type 2 Decision Type 5 Decision Type 8 Decision Type 11
alternatives is
VAGUE

Information on Decision Type 3 Decision Type 6 .Decision Type 9 Decision Type 12
alternatives is
UNKNOWN

•

•
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ally fall under Decision Types 7 and 10. On
the other hand, DecisionTypes 2, 5, 8, and 11
wouldbe decisionmakingunder"ambiguity"
as defined by Einhornand Hogarth(1985}.1f
the only relevant information needed is re
gardingprobabilitiesand/orpayoffs,thesame
decision types wouldbe decisionmaking un
der "uncertainty" as it is commonly used.
UsingHogarthand Kunreuther's (1989)defi
nition, Decision Types 3, 6,9, and 12 repre
sent decision making under differentdegrees
of ignorance;6 and 12underalmostcomplete
ignorance (Hogarth and Kunreuther argue
that there are no situations in which the deci
sion maker is completely ignorant about the
decision situation).

In the following sections, we shall de
scribeeach decisiontype in thematrix,that is,
each element in the proposed taxonomy of
decision problems.In the discussionfor each
decision type, weshall alsoattempt to recount
the different research findings that are rele
vant to the particulardecision problem type.

Decision Type 1 represents decision
making with a completely structureddecision
problem-the alternatives are set, the nature
of the ideal alternative is specified, and the
infonnation pertinent to thisidealis available.
An example of this would be a person decid
ing which among three cars has the highest
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mileage,giventhemileageof eachof the three
cars. The decision problem is more like an
arithmetic problem that would be given in
school,wheretheoperationsareverystraight
forward yet analytic, and the only thing the
decision maker will have to avoid is making
careless errors. If there are more dimensions
by whichthe alternativescan be evaluated,an
additive or compensatory strategy is used
still straightforward.

Though it might seem to some that deci
sion problems are never this clearly cut out,
some decision problems are indeed ap
proachedwith this efficacy. Mintzberg,et al.
(1976), in their case studies of decision proc
esses in different business organizations,de
scribeda set of actualcases which they called
"basic design search process." In thesecases,
the organizations were able to set relatively
clear guidelinesfor a solution to the decision
problem at the outset. The organizations ar
rived at theirdecisions by simply finding the
best availableready-madesolution.

DecisionType 2 comes closest to "deci
sion making under uncertainty" as the term
has been used in studies on the Expected
Utility Theory (Raiffa, 1968; von Neumann
and Morgenstern, 1944), Prospect theory
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1983;Tversky
& Kahneman, 1981), or Regret theory (Bell,
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1982;Loomes & Sugden, 1982). In thedeci
sion problemsused in such studies, thedeci
sion alternatives are specifiedfor the subject.
It is also assumed that the nature of ideal
decision is clear (e.g., maximum gain and
minimalloss according to Prospecttheory, or
minimal regret according to Regret theory,
and so on). However, there are uncertainties
associated with the different decision out
comes. The uncertainty is one form of am
biguous information. The decision maker
dealswiththis typeof ambiguity by modeling
theuncertainty in thedecisionsituation (MII::
Crimrnon & Taylor, 1976). For example, as
expected utility theorists would assert, the
decisionmakermodelsthe uncertainty by as
signingprobabilities. Worksof psychologists
likeSimon(1955),and Kahneman andTver
sky (1973) would suggest that there are cog
.utive constraints in modeling of uncertainty
.ising probabilistic models. As a result deci
:ion makers lose acuity in the decisionproc
css and, therefore, the manner in which the
rmbiguity or uncertainty of theinformation is
~lodeled follows more simplified rules or
:'euristics. Sometimes, the loss of decision
acuity even causes decision makers to seek
information about the alternatives that actu
r ly hasno impacton thedecision(I'versky&
Saafir, 1992b).

The area of medical diagnosis and treat
rrent isone domain in whichresearchers have
c.monsraed the use of heuristics insteadof
~ stematic procedures for modeling uncer
11:. nty or ambiguity. In thisdomain the nature
0": idealalternative is very cleardepending on
It. ~ particularcaseathand(e.g.,savingthelife
0:' the patient, curing a disease,etc.) and the
di:ferentdecisionalternatives (medical treat
m.nts or diagnoses) areknownby the physi
ci::n and are defined by her resources. The
m::>nnation associated with the outcomes of
th:= different alternatives, however, is not
conpletely precise. For example, test for a
pa:ticular disease like cancer, can diagnose
the diseasecorrectly(correcthits)mostof the
tin.e, but it can diagnose the disease incor-

rectly (falsepositives) someof the time.Sev
eral studies of medical doctors showed that
doctors tend to neglectbase rate information
on false positives, and therefore, often over
estimatethevalidity of theirdiagnoses (Balla,
Iansek, & Elstein, 1985;Berwick, Fineberg,
&Weinstein, 1981; Casscells, Schoenberg, &
Graboys, 1978;Schwartz, Gorry,Kassirer, &
Eddig, 1973).

In choice of medical treattnent, McNeil,
Pauker, Sox, and Tversky (1982) demon
strated the effects of framing decision out
comes, a factor that according ItO Prospect
theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) is im
portant in modeling uncertainty. McNeil, et
al. askedpatients and physicians about alter
nativetreatments for lungcancer.The choice
of treatment was influenced by whether the
outcomes were framed in terms of losses
(probability of death) or in terms of gains
(probability of survival). Thedecisionmakers
were also found to respondmore strongly to
losses than to gains.

Another effect of ambiguity end uncer
tainty in choice of treatment was demon
strated by Baron, Beattie, and Hershey
(1988). They showedthe tendency of experi
mental subjects in a hypothetical medicalset
ting to choose to conduct tests that were not
goingtochangethechoiceof a treatment. The
subjectsalready madeachoiceandwereseek
ing information thatwouldhaveno impacton
theirdecisions; thatis,newinformation could
nothavepossibly alteredtheiroriginalchoice.
This effect is not simply an experimental ar
tifact, however; Kassirer (1989) noted the
sameproblemof excessivetestingamongac
tualdoctors.

Decision problems in Decision Type 3
differ from those in Decision Type 2 only in
terms of the unavailability of information on
the decision alternatives. However, because
of thehighly structured natureof theproblem,
the totallackof information in Decision Type
3 mightbea tentativeconstraint. Thestructure
of the problem, merely requires the decision
maker to search for the relevant information
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that he needs, This information acquisition
strategy (MacQimmon and Taylor, 1976)
could yield precise or vague information
which could thenbe actedupon accordingly.
For example,'a voter might be faced with a
choice of totally unknown candidates for an
election. Or more plausibly, the candidates
may be known for things other than their
positions on political matters (e.g., a candi
date who is a showbusinesspersonality, who
has not ever made any statementon any po
Ii tical issue).The decisionmaker would then
lry her best to get information on the issues
thatareimportanttoher.It ispossible, though,
thatinformation acquisition stillwillnotyield
any useful information. In this case, as sug
gested by Curley, Yates, and Abrams (1986)
and Hogarth and Kunreuther (1989), indi
vidualswould focus insteadon justifyingde
cisions they make, instead of evaluating
alternatives. Tofollowuponourexample,the
voter will probably vote for one candidate
anyway and then try to "rationalize" the
choice which was probably simply based on
possibly vague impressicns or information
aboutthecandidatesthatmaynotbeas impor
tant in the decision criteria. Consistent with
previousresearchand the predictions of cog
nitivedissonancetheory (Baumeister &Tice,
1984; Festinger, 1957; Linder, Cooper &
Jones, 1967),rationalization is engaged in as
a meansof avoidingthecognitivedissonance
that may ensue after having made a personal
choice and, particularly,if the choice behav
ior will be known to people other than the
decision maker.

The decisionproblemsin DecisionType
4 are similar to those in Decision Type 1
exceptfor theproblemthatthedecisionmaker
has no clear notion about the nature of the
idealdecisionalternative. The studiesdoneby
Payne and his colleagues (Payne, 1976;
Payne, Braunstein, & Carroll, 1978) using
"informationboards"in choosingamonga set
of one-bedroom apartments are good exam
ples of Decision Type 4 decision problems.
The decisionalternatives arespecifiedandthe

relevant information on,each is provided in
the "information board." There is no single
rule, though, for determining which among
the apartments is the best choice.They found
out that with a small number of alternatives
and dimensions for evaluating the alterna
tives, the subjectscombineall components in
an additive manner, consistent with the so
called compensatory decision strategies. Up
to this pointDecision Type 4 requiressimilar
strategies as Decision Type 1.However.with
multi-alternative, multi-dimensional prob
lems, the subjects use strategies geared to
wards eliminating some alternatives
immediately, even with incomplete informa
tion (see alsoSvenson, 1979). This finding is
similar to the information seeking strategies
used by decision makers for evaluating sev
eraljob offersfoundby EnglanderandTyszka
(1980)" and is also consistent with conjunc
tive modelsof decision making proposedby
Einhorn (1970; see also Coombs, 1964;
Dawes, 1964). Montgomery and Svenson
(1976) suggest that this tendency to narrow
down the alternatives quickly is guided by a
tendencyto minimizecognitive effort during
the decisionmaking process.

Decision problems in Decision Type 5
aresimilarto thosein DecisionType 4 except
that the information on the decision alterna
tive ismoreambiguous. Jurydecisionmaking
(as usedin the American judicial system) is
an example of such a problem. The altema- "
tivesaredefinedby theopposingcounsels,the
evidence is for most of the time vague or
conflicting, and the ideal alternative(i.e., the
"true" occurenceof events) instead of being
specified, is constructed by the decision
makeras thedifferentevidencescorne.Ebbe
senandKonecni (1980)studiedsuchbehavior
and theirfinding reflectthosefoundby Payne
and his colleagues which we referred to for
Decision Type 4, in particular,the use of the
compensatory strategy and the rejection of
some alternatives with incomplete informa
tion.Pennington and Hastie (1986)alsostud
ied jury decisionmakingbut focused on how

•
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thr subjects represented the different evi
deuces presented. In accounting for their re
suts they invokeheuristic-like strategies, for
ex nnple, judging likelihood of scenarios by
te: tingfor possible causallinks(cf., Tversky
& Kahneman, 1980), which suggest similar
st:'negies to those in Decision Type 2; that is
th:; use of short-cutrulesor heuristics instead
of more systematic but complexprocedures.
Tis is consistent with Fiske and Taylor's
(1J84) characterization of a"cognitivemiser"
W:10, if she could get away with it, would
raher resort to quick strategies and rules of
th.imb than effortfully processall the needed
in ormation,

It is reasonable to assume that similar
st:ategies will be used by decision makers in
DecisionType 6 and Decision Type 3, since
tt.~ alternatives havebeenspecified or limited
fc: the decision maker in both cases. How
ever, since the nature of the ideal alternative
is not specified in Decision Type 6, we pro
prse that therewill be a strongertendency to
j, ;tify a preference for one alternative, than
tc seek out the relevant information, follow
irg a least effort principle. We can use the
SLIDe example we used in Decision Type 3,
b.r this time, the voter may not be as sophis
ti.ated, and therefore, not as clear aboutwhat
s: .e seeks from the ideal candidate (i.e., she
n:aynot knowwhat the positionentails,or is
unclear about what makes a person effective
ir: theposition,etc.).Shewillprobably simply
p.ck out a candidates thatshe"likes"basedon
personal impressions, and not worry about
v. hetherher choicewas in fact the best If we
a' k this voter, why she voted for her candi
c.ne. shewouldthen try tojustifyherdecision
t:. r posing simple arguments. Often these ar
giments will reveal that there has been no
s:: 'stematic attemptto compare the candidates
C.g., "He is a good and hard-working man"
C •"She willworkfor thegoodof thepeople";
c f., Conaco& Samonte, 1993).

Another illustration wouldbe in the area
c : the effectsof persuasionon decisionmak
rg. Consider the case of a rural housewife

whois the targetof an information/education
campaign on malaria. The communicator, a
youngdoctorwhoworkswiththeDepartment
ofHealth, dropsbyherhousewhensheisbusy
preparing meals.The doctor then proceeds, to
lectureher on the potentially fatal disease of
malaria,its rootcauseandthe variousoptions
she has for protecting her family from the
disease. To the uneducated, busy housewife,
thedoctor's scientific discussion isvagueand
hard to follow, thecausal factor and the goal
of all thespecified optionsincomprehensible.
She is not even clear as to how exactly the
specified choices may work (e.g., what does
destroying the breeding placesof Mosquitoes
have to do with malaria"). All these things
considered, thedistractedor uncaringhouse
wife would probably resort to salient, but
insignificant, factors like communicator
credibility, attractiveness or similarity to self
as the basis for choice (Petty & Caccioppo,
1985; Eagly & Chaiken, 1984). That is, 00
cause she has not time to consider what the
doctorhassaid,shecouldverywen opt to just
not do anything and reject all the doctor's
alternatives. Or she could also strongly re
lieve that the doctor must know what he is
talking about andon this basis thendecide to
accept his recommendations without further
scrutiny.

As mentioned earlier, it seems very un
likely that there can be precise information
available for decisionproblems withoutread
ily available decision alternatives. Thus, in
thispaper,wewillnot discussdecisionstrate
giesfor Decision Types 7 and 10.

There are important similarities among
decisionproblems in Decision Types 8,9. 11,
and 12,due to theconstraintthat alternatives
have to generated. First, there would be 1110
clear separation between the generation of
alternatives and the evaluation of the Same.
Studies indicate that generation and evalu
ation of alternatives is an iterative process
which become more and more particular in
terms of the factors considered fOT evaluating
the alternatives (Mintzberg, et al., 1976; AI-
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exander, 1979; Abelson & Levi, 1985). Fur
thermore, in this cyclical processes, as some
preferences are established, 'acquisition and
evaluation of information becomes directed
towards strengthening and resolving prob
lems about theestablished preferences (Soel
berg, 1967;Englander & Tyzka, 1980). This
observation is highly consistent with the
dominance model proposed by Montgomery
(1984, Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984) in
which the decision maker seeks to represent
thedecision situation suchthatonealternative
is seen as beingdominant overall otheralter
natives. Busemeyer (1983) and Schmalhofer
and Gertzen (1986) suggest that such a strat
egy, particularly when the alternatives are
considered sequentially, also serve to reduce
thecognitiveloadduringthedecision making
process.

There will be important differences,
though, depending on howspecific thenature
of theidealdecision alternative is.If there are
very clear guidelines for the ideal solution at
the outset, as in Decision Types 8 and 9, the
tendency wouldbe for the decision maker to
undertake an efficient searchfor thealterna
tive that best fits the guideline. An example
couldbewhenthePresidentof thecountry has
to nominate a new justice for the Supreme
Court. It is possible that the President andhis
advisers havesomeideaof whatqualities are
required and desirable for a Supreme Court
Justice. With these ideas in mind,theyunder
take a systematic search for potential nomi
nees that fit thequalities theyhaveprescribed
(by no means are we implying that this is the
actual process used by our current President
or any recentone). \

On a related point, Abelson and Levi
(1985) suggest a generalization that an in
creasein thedecision maker'sdesiretoobtain
an optimal outcome will increase the ten
dency to generate alternatives by designing
new ones, rather than merely searching for
them. This is consistent with thecontingency
model proposed by Beach and Mitchell
(1978).
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On theotherhand,for Decision Types 11
and 12,where theidealdecision alternative is
not specified, there would be a greater ten
dency for preferences to change (March,
1978; Dyckman, 1981). As Soelberg (1967)
observed inhisstudyofcareerchoicesof MIT
students, except for the most critical dimen
sions for evaluation, the importance of the
different information on the alternatives is
determined during the iterative generation
and evaluation of alternatives. Fischhoff,
Slovic, andLichtenstein (1980) pointout the
possibility thatpeoplemightevenbe ignorant
about their goals and preferences regarding
certainissues.

Regarding Decision Type II, we could
alsoconsider Steinbruner's (1974) cybernetic
model for decisionmaking as mappingon to
this decision situation. A cybernetic model,
operates by simplifying ambiguous problems,
that is, decreasing thevariability in the infor
mation involved. For instance, if the dimen
sionsfor evaluating decisionalternatives are
not specified, a cybernetic mechanism would
monitor only a small set of critical variables,
and make decisions based on whether the
alternatives moveoutside"tolerableranges."
Steinbruner, incidentally, asserts thatthistype
ofcybernetic operations applies toall typesof
decision situations..

We have made no. distinctions, so far,
between thecellswhereinformation aboutthe.
alternatives are vague and unknown. This is
because, we think that similar iterativeproc
esses of generation and evaluation will be
used. According to the dominance model
(Montgomery, 1984),alternatives without the
necessary information relative to the domi
nant alternative will be ignored. If infonna
tion is not enough even to arrive at one
dominant alternative, decision making willbe
delayed or terminated (Montgomery, 1984;
see also Corbin, 1981). Bystander apathy in
anemergency situation is an exampleof such
a situation (Darley & Latane, 1968; Latane&
Darley, 1970). In suchsituations, the individ
ual is faced with the decision of intervening
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in someWLI or not to do anything. However,
for the by,tander, there is a great deal of
ambiguity :egarding what is going on, what
should be Jone, what is the ideal course of
action, anc. what information there is on the
alternative) thatshemightbe abletogenerate
on the spct, In particular, the bystander does
notclearly know what"safe"help(i.e., useful
to the vic.im and at no cost or danger to the
helper)sl.e can offer, if help is needed at all,
if help w II be appreciated by the victim, if
getting ir: ..olvedwillhaveanyuntoward con
sequencer, and so on. It may, therefore, be a
sounder s.ecision to opt not to do anything.

If, tJwever, somehow, a preference for
an alterr: itive is attained, it seems reasonable
to predic l that the decision maker would tend
to justit';: this preference rather than seek the
necessa:y information forestablishing domi
nance. This tendency would be greater for
Decisic.i Type 12 than for Decision Type 9,
wherefIe specification foranideal alternative
should .imit the rangeof dimensions for jus
tifying my decision. Anappropriate example
might '.le found in the current social/politi
cal/ecc nomic malaise in the country today
which oegs for someaction fromgovernment
decisi.n makers. Butwhere doesthedecision
proce-s start and how does it proceed given
the an: biguity of thetotalsituation? Theprob
lemscemsso colossal andpoorly defined that
the g:als are never clear defined or agreed
upon,alternatives aretoosketchy andlacking
in specifics, and the information on the out
come) of the different alternatives is highly
unce.tain, unclear or, worse, unknown. We
knov, something is terribly wrong some
whe:e, we know we ought to do something,
but :10 one is really sure what the possible
cho.cesare,whatthey entail, or if theyhavea
figl; ing chanceof working at all.The result
isp.ecemealdecision making andheavy post
foc'~) rationalization by thedecision maker.

CONCLUSION
Wedescribed tendecision contexts based

on different knowledge sets of the decision

maker with respect to three aspects of the
decision process: available alternatives, the
nature of the ideal alternative, and informa
tion on the alternatives. We proposed that
different decision strategies will be used m
each decision context due to the constraints
imposed by theknowledge set Note that this
position is different from that of Beech and
Mitchell (1978) where the different factors
influence the decision makers choice of a
decision strategy in dealing withdifferent de
cisionproblems.

The taxonomy of decision problems pro
posed is clearly very sketchy. The charac
teristics of the decision problems in each of
the decision contexts have to be betterclari
fied. It would be a significant improvement if
moreresearches in theareaare accounted for
in thetaxonomy. This would bevery useful in
telling us if the taxonomy is useful in making
distinctions about the diverse research find
ings. The predictions regarding the decision
strategies that will be used in each context
should be made more precise. This could be
done by a more efficient accounting of the
researches already done.

However, from the preliminary discus
sionof the various components of the taxon
omy, we can already see how different
theories andfmdings aboutspecific aspects of
decision behavior canmapontovarious types
of decision making situations we find in our
society-medical decisions, legal decisions,
policy decisions, common everyday house
holddecisions, to namea few.

Forwhat seemto be themost significant
decision problems, we can see that the deci
sionsituation can be extremely complex and
problematic, particularly in terms of'theinfor
mational requirements. Consider the current
confusion overthe family planning issue. For
thecouple trying to arrive atadecision regard
ing family size and, as a corollary, type of
family-planning method to use, the situation
is fraught with uncertainty regarding ideal
alternative or the goal of the decision (i.e.,
birth control or child spacing), uncertainty
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regarding alternatives or options (i.e.,natural
methods or artificial contraception), and am
biguity or lack of lnformation on the various
altematives (i.e., the IUD is an abortifacient;
the condom,does not protect from AIDS;
withdrawal isa natural method andisallowed
by thechurch; whenexactly canonehavesex
when using the calendar method). Various
groups with iheirown vested interests in the
couple's decision sow both information as
welI asdisinformation contributing further to
the confusion. In addition, although the cou
ple is the unit making the decision, the hus
band and the wife may each have their own
knowledge sets andpreferences (i.e.,number
and gender of children to have, etc.) which
havetobe communicated andnegotiated with
each other if a satisfactory decision is to be
arrived at.The decision situation seems to be
rendered suCII that it is almost impossible for
thecoupletoundertake asystematic decision
making process..

. The "social dilemma" is another area
which reflectswell theproblematic, andoften
dynamic, natureof typical decision making.
In a social dilemma, the conflict and, there
fore, the decision point is between the short
term interests of the individual and long term
group interests (Messick and Brewer, 1983).
For example, to the logging concessionaire
whose goal is profit, the obvious decision
mightbe tocut asmanytrees aspossible inas
shorta timeas possible. Yet if thispersonhad
only taken the time to reflect on his options
and considered all the information, he might
have seen that the "obvious". decision is not
the optimal one. The quick profit strategy
couldonlyleadto faster depletion of a slowly
replenishing resource and the shortening of
the period when logging could be a viable
meansof livelihood. In addition, it couldtrig
ger anonrushof environmental problemslike
erosion, floods in therainyseason, thedrying
up of natural watersources, theextinction of
rareforestflora andfauna, andpollution. The
dilemma of the decision required in this situ
ation lies in the very real difficulty of dis-
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counting for the long-term and more far
reaching consequences of one's decisions. It
would seeminevitable, therefore, thatpeople
would keepmaking decisions thatarefor their
individual,short-termadvantage.

Fortunately, this scenario does not have
to be ail inevitable one. Messick andBrewer
(1983) make a suggestion for solving social
dilemmas by using influence on individual
choice. Through communication among
group members, information about the vari
ous· altematives and information about indi
vidual preferences arebroughtout in theopen
thus making it more likely that the individ
ual's ultimate choice is more informed and
takes intoconsideration allthepossible reper
cussions. In addition, groupdiscussions acti
vate certain normative pressures that make
less likely the individual selfish and short
sighted decision.

The twoexamples discussed aboveprob
ably depict the typical decision makingcon
text for most people, ambiguous and
uncertain, withtoomanyunknowns. Wehave
alsodemonstrated howmaking available cer
taincritical knowledge elements can improve
decision quality in the social dilemma situ
ation. Yetif thedecision makerdoesnoteven
knowwhatthese critical knowledge elements
are, where does the person begin the whole
process? Theutility of a taxonomy ofdecision
problems thus cannotbe overemphasized. If
for nothing else, it can provide the decision
maker valuable information on what critical
knowledge is needed, available, or missing in
her particular context and how this critical
knowledge can affect the quality of her deci
sion. This knowledge can be valuable in at
leasttwoways. First,it canshowthedecision
maker thelimitations of anydecision shemay
have made, thus providing the decision as
well as its consequences a more appropriate
perspective. Second, and more importantly,
the decision maker can choose to use this
knowledge as a guidefor the actual decision
making process being undertaken. Doing so
wouldensure that anydecisionshe arrives at
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• wruld bederived usinginformation aboutthe
reJt possible strategies that can be used in

similar highly constrained circumstances.
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